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Abstract
Ethernet network, standardized by IEEE 802.3, is vastly installed in Local Area Network (LAN) for
cheaper cost and reliability. With the emergence of cost effective and enhanced user experience
needs, the Quality of Service (QoS) of the underlying Ethernet network has become a major issue.
A network must provide predictable, reliable and guaranteed services. The required QoS on the
network is achieved through managing the end-to-end delay, throughput, jitter, transmission rate
and many other network performance parameters. The paper investigates QoS parameters based
on packet size to analyze the network performance. Segmentation in packet size larger than 1500
bytes, Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of Ethernet, is used to divide the large data into small
packets. A simulation process under Riverbed modeler 17.5 initiates several scenarios of the
Ethernet network to depict the QoS metrics in the Ethernet topology. For analyzing the result from
the simulation process, varying sized packets are considered. Hence, the network performance
results in distinct throughput, end-to-end delay, packet loss ratio, bit error rate etc. for varying
packet sizes.
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1. Introduction

Ethernet network is covered under IEEE 803.2 working group referring to the LAN family of network protocols.
Since it is published as an official standard in 1985, several supplements have been defined to support additional
network media and higher data rate compatibilities with the advancement of network technologies [1] [2]. Nowadays, Ethernet supports longer transmission distance up to 150 km which indicates the mass installation in an
optical fiber network in most LAN environments. Ethernet network uses both packet and frame for the transmission using the physical and data link layer at the same time [3]. Ethernet stations communicate sending the data
as packets where the Ether-Type field uses frames at the receiving station to select an appropriate protocol module by the operating system [4].
Performance is the key issue for the installation of Ethernet in any LAN environment. In the field of telecommunication QoS is defined through some network parameters such as delivery rate, throughput, delay, collision probability, bandwidth efficiency, packet loss ratio, bit error rate, queuing delay, and jitter [5]. Ethernet has
MTU of 1500 bytes which is much higher and potential to degrade the performance of the network [6]. However,
if the packet sizes increase in the transmission, congestion occurs and probability of packet drop increases.
Segmenting the larger packets to divide into smaller ones avoids congestion and impacts on QoS on the overall
Ethernet network. Packet size impacts on the queuing in the switch and router’s buffer during the transmission
process among the Ethernet stations. This varies the packet arrival and departure rate consequently the packet
processing rate [7]. When the packet size exceeds the MTU, the end-to-end packet arrival/departure delay increases [7]. Segmentation requires time and impacts on the data rate and degrades the QoS of the network. Thus,
larger, packet size leads to network congestion while smaller one is capable to lower the packet arrival and departure delay and decrease the bit error rate [8]. This study represents the analysis on QoS and network performance while segmentation of such larger packets in the Ethernet network is simulated.
Previously performed studies in [9] depict that lower data rate of application due to larger packet size lowers
the energy efficiency of the network. Another study in [10] represents that optimal packet size improves performance of error prone channel of the wireless LAN. Carmo et al. in [2] presented that the prioritization of the
traffic can affect the performance of the overall network. Hence, segmentation of the packet size for transmission of data between the Ethernet stations is capable to impact on overall network performance [11].
This study evaluates the QoS of an Ethernet network simulated on Riverbed modeler that depicts the impacts
of varying packet size in the network QoS and performance parameters based on the previous research findings.
The purpose of this segmentation process is to analyze the performance parameters with larger packet sizes than
MTU and evaluate how that impacts the throughput, bit error, delay and thus the overall network QoS compared
to the performance of smaller packet’s transmission process.
According to the experiments and findings this paper is structured in the followings: Section 2 represents the
methodology of the paper. Section 3 shows the design and implementation of the LAN based Ethernet Network.
The detailed results and analysis of QoS parameters after segmentation among larger packets are presented in
Section 4. Section 5 concludes with the set of observation and future direction of the research.

2. Related Work
Several research is performed in the field of network congestion control mechanism showing improved network
performance for different packet sizes [12]. The author of [9] proved that, the lower of an application data rate,
the lower its energy efficiency. That implies, if the data rate is low due to large packet size, then the network
consumes more energy. Optimal packet size can have a significant improvement on energy efficiency under error prone channel on a wireless local area network [10]. Large propagation delays in underwater networks, rather than being harmful, lead to significant performance gains as compared to wireless networks with negligible
propagation delays [8]. An important issue related to the network performance is congestion, which may occur
in a network when the number of packets sent to the network is greater than the number of packets that the network can handle.
The network device that is used as intermediary routers and switches in a network have buffers where the
packets wait in a queue before and after processing the service. Based on the packet arrival rate and the packet
departure rate, which may be higher or lesser than the packet processing rate, the size of the input or the output
queue may increase or decrease. This increase in queue size can be considered to lead network congestion [7].
Congestion impacts on network performance. Such congestion control evaluates the network performance
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through-put and network delay. Using Bandwidth prediction algorithm Muttukrishnan et al. implemented a Hybrid Local Area Network with improved QoS, robustness and effectiveness for both Wired and Wireless [13]. In
the paper [14], timing analysis with end-to-end packet delivery is derived to observe the switched Ethernet
Network performance. However, this study represents several performance parameters to study the QoS packet
segmentating the larger packets while transmission.

3. Methodology
A literature review is performed in several application areas of Ethernet LAN and the Quality of Service of such
a network to calculate the delay, throughput, packet loss ratio, bit error rate and queuing delay. The perspective
research on the packet format for Ethernet network is performed to analyse the transmission process. The packet
format is depicted in the Figure 1(a). A parallel study is performed on the segmentation process for the packets
which are higher in size than MTU. Larger data packets than 1500 bytes will split into smaller packets called
fragments to enable them transverse the network [15]. Based on the literature study a proper simulation tool is
required to develop the network in the real time simulation.
Among several network simulation tools including OMNET++, Network Simulator-2 (NS-2), Network Simulator-3 (NS-3), Riverbed [16], and MATLAB qualitative analysis was performed in this study. Hence, Riverbed molder 17.5 was chosen for easy development environment and wide range of credence to perform such
simulation [17]. The simulator was installed in a core i3 based workstation. Ethernet network, considered here
has deployed the Fast-Ethernet link. The reason of considering fast Ethernet is its vast use in optical communication, laboratory atmosphere for higher range of speed up to 10 Gbit/s [18]. A testbed of Ethernet LAN is
structured with 16 client stations, two hubs and a switch. In the topology each of the two hubs is connected with
8 client stations using a full duplex 10BASE_T link as a fast Ethernet link which speed is 10 Mbps. The topology is depicted in Figure 1(b).
Ethernet Packet
PREAMBLE

SYNCH

DATA ADDRESS

SOURCE ADDRESS

TYPE OR LENGTH

DATA

FCS

62 BYTES

2 BYTES

6 BYTES

6 BYTES

2 BYTES

46-1500 BYTES
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) Ethernet packet format; (b) Ethernet network.
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Through full duplex link among the hub and switch several packet transmits towards and from the clients.
Larger packets with size greater than MTU are segmented into packet series called fragments. Without segmentation, larger packets fail to reach the destination on time with the required data and receiver sends the packet
request. This proposed network segments the larger packets with 1500 Bytes and 1024 Bytes respectively. To
analyze the network performance, each QoS parameters, including throughput, delay, packet loss ratio, queuing
delay and bit error rate parameters, are considered as a simulation scenario. In this testbed, several scenarios
with different sized packet transmission is performed and simulated in Riverbed about 300 seconds.
Finally, simulated data are collected carefully from Ethernet network testbed. At the end of the simulation the
appropriate graphs are plotted to analyze each of the parameters. A careful study of the plots provides a quantitative measure of the effect of different network parameters in the Ethernet network.

4. Design and Simulation
The main focus of this thesis is to investigate the Quality of Service of an Ethernet network based on packet size.
An experimental setup is configured and designed with 8 experimental scenarios. The Riverbed network simulator is used to observe the network behavior upon different packet sizes. The simulation results from Riverbed
simulator are very close to real life scenarios and provide high level Ethernet network development features.
Ethernet LAN was designed for the low cost, flexibility in installation and decentralized IP packet transmissions among 265 hosts upto 3 Mbps capacity [19]. Today a Fast Ethernet type is used for high throughput host
that can provide 10 Gbps full-duplex collision free link. In order to analyze the effect of packet size on QoS in
Ethernet network, an experimental Ethernet LAN environment is established having 16 workstations, two hubs
and a switch, illustrated in Figure 1(a). Each of the two hubs is connected with eight workstations by a full
duplex link. The switch is connected with the hubs by a full duplex link. All the devices are connected though a
link of bandwidth 10 Mbps. The client machine is configured using Microsoft Windows 7 and it is preferred as
its one of the most popular and widely used operating systems [20]. We created 7 scenarios to carry out the experiment varying the packet sizes (128 Bytes, 256 Bytes, 512 Bytes, 1024 Bytes and 2048 Bytes). When a packet size exceeds maximum transmission unit of Ethernet network of 1518 Bytes we segmented the packet. Packet
size for 8 different scenarios is given below Table 1.
The traffic generation parameters and Ethernet parameters for all the scenarios are same. They are presented
in Tables 2-4 in the following.
Table 1. Packet generation parameters for different scenarios.
Scenario No.

Inter arrival time (seconds)

Packet size (Bytes)

Segmentation Size (Bytes)

1

Constant (0.03)

Constant (128)

No segmentation

2

Constant (0.03)

Constant (256)

No segmentation

3

Constant (0.03)

Constant (512)

No segmentation

4

Constant (0.03)

Constant (1024)

No segmentation

5

Constant (0.03)

Constant (2048)

No segmentation

6

Constant (0.03)

Constant (2048)

1500

7

Constant (0.03)

Constant (2048)

1024

Table 2. Traffic generation parameters.
Start Time (Second)

Constant (5.0)

ON State Time (Second)

Constant (500)

OFF State Time (Second)

Constant (0)

Table 3. Ethernet parameters.
Address

Auto Assigned

Frame Bursting

Enabled

Operational Mode

Full Duplex

Promiscuous Mode

Disabled
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Table 4. Link parameters.
Propagation Speed

Speed of Light (in twisted pair)

Delay

Distance Based

5. Simulation Results
This section offers competitive description and the analysis of the obtained discrete event simulation result. The
result is based on the packet size in the Ethernet network observing its performance analysis. The graphs are
generated using different Quality of service parameters (Packet loss ratio, Throughput, Queuing delay, Bit error
rate, Delay etc.).

5.1. Throughput
Throughput is considered as one of the vital QoS parameters for networks [21]. Higher throughput is always
expected. In general terms; throughput is the rate of production or the rate at which something can be processed.
The simulation result shows the highest throughput with larger packet sizes near to 1024 Bytes (Figure 2).

5.2. Delay
The network delay specifies how long it takes for a bit of data to travel across the network from one node or
endpoint to another. It is typically measured in multiples or fractions of seconds. Low network delay is essential
for better network performance. Figure 3 illustrates the Ethernet network delay for different packet size. We can
see that delay is proportion to packet size. This means small packet size, low delay and higher packet Sizes produce higher delay.

5.3. Packet Loss Ratio
The QoS of an Ethernet largely depends on the network performance parameter packet loss ratio. Large packet
loss ratio degrades a network performance. As large number of packet losses increasing the retransmission, which
fall down the network performance. Packet loss ratio is described as the ratio of lost packet and the total packet per
unit of time. Number of lost packet/(Number of lost packet + Number of packets received successfully). Low
packet loss ratio is always expected for better QoS performance. Figure 4 presents the simulation result of packet
loss ratio for 128, 256, 512 and 1024 Bytes packets.

5.4. Queuing Delay
Queuing delay represents the queuing delay that packets from the network layer incur at the MAC queue until it
can be executed [22]. It is the main component of overall network delay. Model has huge queuing delay for
large packet size. Less queuing delay is expected to avoid performance degradation of an Ethernet network.

5.5. Bit Error Per Packet
This QoS parameter represents the average number of bit errors ina packet sent over a channel [23]. Bit error per
packet plays a vital role for QoS of an Ethernet network. The Less bit error per packet improves the network
performance. Hence, less bit error per packet is expected. Figure 5 illustrates the result of bit error per packet
based on packet size. Figure 6 shows that in 128 Bytes packet size, bit error per packet are 0 and bit errors per
packet increases with the increase of packet size.

5.6. Traffic Forwards
Amount of traffic forwarded per unit of time. Figure 7 shows that when packet size exceeds the MTU then no
traffic, forwards form switches which means all packets are dropped.

5.7. Throughput for Segmented Packets
In general terms; throughput is the rate of production or the rate at which something can be processed. When
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Figure 2. Throughput (bits/sec) at switch.

Figure 3. Network delay (sec) for 128, 256, 512 and 1024 Bytes packet size.

Figure 4. Packet loss ratio for 128, 256, 512 and 1024 Bytes packet size.
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used in the context of communication networks, such as Ethernet, throughput or network throughput is the rate
of successful message delivery over a communication channel. Throughput is considered as one of the most
important QoS parameters for networks. Higher throughput is always expected. Figure 8 illustrates the
throughput when packet size exceeds MTU and hence segmentation is needed [24]. For 2048 Byte packet size
two different segmentation sizes (1500 Bytes and 1024 Bytes) were used for Scenario 6 and Scenario 7 respectively. The simulation result shows that throughput for segmentation, size The simulation result shows the higher throughput with larger packet sizes near to 1024 bytes. Bytes and 1024 Bytes is almost same for the Ethernet
network.

Figure 5. Bit error per packet for 128, 256, 512 and 1024 Byte packet size.

Figure 6. Queuing delay (sec) for 128, 256, 512 and 1024 Bytes packet size.
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Figure 7. Traffic forwarded (bits/sec) when packet size exceeds MTU.

Figure 8. Throughput (bits/sec) for 1024 and 1500 Bytes segmentation size when packet size is
2048 Bytes.

6. Conclusions
The simulation presents a set of observations regarding impact of different packet sizes on the QoS in Ethernet
local area network. Several QoS parameters came out with distinctive increase or decrease in performance.
Segmentation is applied in the larger packet size of the Ethernet network. The simulation result represents that,
for larger size packets than MTU of the network, throughput increases in a large amount implying better QoS for
packet transmitted within the network. Meanwhile, for the larger packets no traffic forwarded from the switch.
End-to-end delay increases exponentially for larger packets which drastically increases the queueing delay,
packet loss ratio and error rate as well. This highly indicates that higher packet size gives inefficient QoS and
less performance of the Ethernet network than the smaller packet’s. Though there is a slightly better performance in highly increased throughput, however, the overall network performance degrades as most of the QoS
parameters decreases for larger packet sizes than MTU in this testbed.
The future aspects of this performance fluctuation and findings can give a downbeat view on the QoS of the
wireless environment for varying packet sizes. Segmentation of higher packet size can be a promising area to
analyze the vastly used ZigBee network. Effect of packet size of Mobility network and VoIP application can be
analyzed because the demand for such application is largely increasing day by day.
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